
Why Dolby On?

Building on 50 years of innovation, Dolby On is a free iOS and Android application designed 
to make recording and live streaming sound and video with unparalleled audio quality 
incredibly simple, using nothing but your device. Dolby On empowers creators to make their 
statement with amazing sound quality, anytime and anywhere. 

Dolby On at a Glance

The nature of content creation has 
fundamentally changed with the prevalence of 
mobile devices that carry powerful camera 
and microphone technology. Creators, of all 
levels, no longer need expensive equipment or 
expert skill sets to capture and create share-
worthy content.  

That said, the innovations in mobile device 
cameras have far outpaced the innovations in 
audio technology and, especially for music 
creators, the compromise between recording 
quickly and easily is still a daily struggle.  

Dolby On delivers powerful audio processing 
to your phone and tablet with one-tap 
recording, making it easy to capture amazing 
sound quality with only your device. Creators 
can now record and livestream, both audio 
and video, with exceptional Dolby sound.  

• Capture high quality shareable content for 
your fans 

• Record ideas and demos for yourself or to 
share with your collaborators 

• Record rehearsals or the gig for your 
archive 

• Grab sounds and inspirations in the field to 
sample in your next creation 

• Use the iOS app to go live and stream to 
Facebook Live and Twitch  

How it Works
Dolby On analyzes your music and 
automatically applies just the right touch of 
EQ, compression, noise reduction, stereo 
widening, and more.  

Key Features

1. Hear the Details: Lose the background 
noise with Dolby’s original music 
innovation: noise reduction. No more 
electrical hum, amp buzz, or fan noise. 

2. Stand Out: Compression and pro-limiting 
optimize your volume — making you stand 
out on platforms like Facebook, 
SoundCloud, Instagram, and more. 

3. Add Shape and Depth: Dolby On’s 
proprietary dynamic EQ automatically 
adapts to your music, and stereo widening 
expands your sound beyond mono - 
allowing you to hear every instrument. 

4. Make It Your Own: Use our custom 
designed Styles- like photo filters for 
audio- to color your sound, or go deeper 
with bass, treble, boost, and track trim 
controls. 

5. Sound Great, Simply: Powerful and 
advanced audio processing with the touch 
of the record button.  

Target Audience

Creators, primarily in music, vlogging, and 
podcasting that:  
• Use their mobile devices as a part of their 

creative process 
• Value great sound 
• Capture content for themselves, for 

sharing with collaborators, or for sharing 
with their social media audience 

Availability and Pricing

Free for iOS and Android globally. 


